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Some basics..



A typical CNN



Object detection - Faster RCNN



Countable VQA
To sequentially select from detected objects in images and learn interactions 
between objects that influence subsequent selections.



Dataset
VQA 2.0 dataset 

○ 1.1M questions pertaining to the 205K images from COCO

VQA 2.0 + Visual Genome dataset (108k images, ~50% belong to COCO) 

Filter based on counting question

HowMany-QA dataset



Examples of question-answer pairs that are excluded from HowMany-QA.



** Require that the ground-truth answer is a number between 0 to 20 (inclusive)

Dataset



Model



Model
● FRCNN output

○ N detections
○ Bounding boxes
○ Object embeddings 

● LSTM
○ Final hidden state of LSTM
○ For each detected object i we have a scoring function  



Model
Training the scoring function

Jointly train the scoring function along with LSTM to perform caption grounding for each region of image 
in Visual Genome.

Caption grounding
● to identify which object a given caption describes
● Trained similarly to Qs embedding

○ LSTM - encode caption
○ Scoring function fS to encode relevance of object



Model
Counting
● Object scores for N objects               projected to vector of logits               

representing how likely each object is to be counted 

● Matrix of interaction terms              to update logits K
○    represents how selecting object i will change



Model

Qs Embedding

Dot product of 
normalised 
object vectors

Object 
coordinates

Overlap statistics

2-layer MLP with 
ReLU



Model
Counting (at time step t)

● If       is index of selected object at time t selected using greedy algorithms 
and a        represents the row of Interaction matrix for selected object  then 
the update in the logits odds are 

● How do we select the best object at current timestep greedily?
○ Dd
○     Is a learnable scalar representing the logit value of the terminal action
○      Is the result of 



Model 
Counting

Terminate when terminal is selected



Model

Try softmax instead of argmax to smoothen training curve



Model
Loss (Reinforcement Learning Theory)

● Count error 
● Reward                                   (baseline count error obtained by greedy action 

selection)
● 3 Losses

○                                                      which is variation of a policy gradient
○
○ Total negative policy entropy H                                 (is a common strategy when using policy 

gradient) and is used to improve exploration
○  
○ Average interaction strength                                                 where L1  is Huber Los. The 

interaction penalty is motivated by the a priori expectation that interactions should be sparse.



Baselines
Soft Count

Project its score vector to a scalar value and 
apply a sigmoid nonlinearity, denoted as σ, to 
assign the object a count value between 0 and 
1 and trained using Huber Loss

Attention Baseline

Learn attention weights based on score vector

Then get the count as:

At test time, use the most probable count given by 
p (from 1-20).



Results
Accuracy and RMSE used as metric



Results



Sample failure cases
Mainly if object detection fails




